Patriot Docks

Boat Lift Canopy Frame
Assembly Instructions

Helpful Tips:
Assembling and installing the canopy frame and cover is a two person job. Additional help makes installation
easier and is recommended.
Install over dry land.
Some hole drilling required. Cutting may be required for some applications
Required Tools:
Cordless Drill, 3/8” drill bit, 17mm wrench, 18mm wrench, #3 Phillips driver, Metric Hex Keys (Allen wrenches)
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Note: Some pieces are used as adaptors and will not be
necessary for all applications. These parts are marked
with an asterisk (*) and are described below.
Parts List:

*

*

*

M6x10mm

M6x35mm

[18]

M10x80mm

M10 Nut

Item [8] is sold separately and is used in conjunction with boat lifts with a beam of 108” or 114”. See installation instructions on
next page.
Item [10] is an expansion sleeve fitting over the vertical pipe. Used when boat lift uprights measure 2-1/4” square inside.
Item [11] is an expansion sleeve fitting over item [10] and the vertical pipe. Used when boat lift uprights measure 2-1/2” Square
inside.
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Canopy Frame Assembly:

Start by sliding the support receivers, item [9], onto
items [2] and [3]. Wait to drill the mounting hole and
bolt in place until the completed canopy frame has
been installed on the boat lift.
Join items [2] and [3] and secure the set bolt. Install
the end bows, items [1] and [5], secure set bolts.

Adaptor Installation:
The width adaptor brackets (item [8]) are installed
just like the vertical receivers (item [9]) are installed, as pictured above. Item [9] slides onto item
[8] and the width is adjusted as needed. Pre-drilled
holes are in place for boat lifts with a 108” or 114”
beam.
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Helpful Tip:
Before installing the bows and flat strap, the
assembled canopy frame can be lifted into
place and mounted to the boat lift making it
easier to maneuver into position. Then the
bows and flat strap can be installed followed
by the canopy material.

Flat Strap:
Join the two flat strap pieces together using the
pre installed joint plate and an 6mm machine
screw, item [13]. Once bows have been secured
to the frame work, lay the assembled flat strap in
place across the top of the bows and secure to
the bows using item [13].

Bows:
Install the bows to the receivers on the outer frame
work and secure in place using the provided 6mm
machine screws (item [13]).
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Support Uprights:
The vertical support upright pieces included with this kit are the 1-7/8” by 4’ aluminum pipes (item [18]), the 21/4” by 12” expansion sleeve (item [10]) and the 2-1/2” by 12” expansion sleeve (item [11]).
The aluminum pipe item [18] is compatible with 2” i.d. round pipe or square tubing, item [10] allows for mounting
inside a 2-1/4” i.d. square tube and item [11] allows for mounting inside a 2-1/2” i.d. square tube.

[11]
[10]
[12]

TOP
M10x85mm
Bolt
Installing Vertical Supports Using Sleeves:
Start by determining desired canopy height. For the most protection, the canopy should be positioned as close to the boat as possible when the lift is in the
raised position.
For the following steps, be sure not to drop items [10], [11] or [12] down into
your boat lifts vertical upright. Use a bolt loosely secured through the mentioned items to prevent this while fitting.
Measure and mark determined height on the 4’ aluminum pipe uprights, item
[18]. Generally, about 24” of the aluminum pipe will protrude above the vertical
uprights of the boat lift.
If items [10] or [11] are required for a proper fit inside the boat lift upright, start
by sliding one or both of the expansion sleeves over the aluminum pipe and up
to the previously marked location. The expansion parts should be at and below
the mark. Secure sleeves to the pipe using a M10x80mm bolt (through the predrilled hole near the top of the sleeve, the hole in the pipe may need to be
drilled out if sleeves don’t align with the pre-drilled locations.
Insert the aluminum pipe and expansion sleeves into the boat lift uprights until
the bolt rests on the upright. Drill a 3/8” hole, up to 10-1/2” down from the top
bolt, through the boat lift upright and canopy supports. Secure using
M10x80mm bolt/nut.
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BOTTOM

Position and Install Canopy Frame and Cover
After the four canopy supports have been secured inside the boat lift uprights the canopy frame is ready to be lifted into
position.
With the Support Receivers moving freely on the canopy frame, raise the canopy frame into position and lower the Support
Receivers onto the canopy supports. Secure the Support Receivers using M10x80mm bolt/nut.
The Canopy Frame is then able to be adjusted toward the front and back and should be fit to the boat being stored. Generally, on a 10’ long lift, about 4’ will overhang the back of the lift and about 8’ will overhang the front.
Once the canopy frame is in position, drill a hole through the Support Receiver and Canopy Frame and secure using
M10x80mm bolt/nut.
Lastly, Install canopy material evenly and snuggly over the canopy frame and secure with ball bungees from the inside. The
bungees go through the “D” ring on the canopy and around the canopy frame.

[9]

[18]
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